
Project：Matski House 

Team：ZROBIM architects 

Size：157 m²   

Location：Matski, BELARUS 

 

Feature： 

Project - Nestled in the Belarusian countryside, the striking Matski House by Minsk-based 

firm ZROBIM architects masterfully blends contemporary design with natural surroundings. 

Led by CEO and lead architect Andrey Makovsky, ZROBIM embraced traditional fachwerk 

construction techniques while envisioning a modern minimalist aesthetic. 

 

Devoid of fences or barriers, the home features panoramic glazing across 65% of its façade 

to erase boundaries between interior and exterior. Inside, custom furnishings complement 

monochromatic hues and natural materials like exposed wood. An atrium with a living 

walnut tree at its core further integrates nature, allowing fluid movement through the open 

layout in harmony with seasonal cycles. 

 

Makovsky leveraged the steep slope of the site to cantilever the house 4.5 meters over its 

edge, adding bold architectural drama. Further displays of innovative vision include 

converting a former landfill into two scenic ponds and plans for a productive green roof. 

 

Sensitively sited and sustainably conceived, Matski House’s daring form mirrors the 

adventurous spirit of its owners. The raw and unfinished interior spaces promote freedom 

- the ultimate luxury. Blurring indoors with out and artfully framing lush rural vistas, the 

home is a study in sculptural minimalism and respect for the land. ZROBIM has crafted a 

unique space where owners can live fully exposed to the wilderness, pushing creative 

boundaries as only truly pioneering architecture can. 

 

Design Team - Guided by the motto “Architecture with an Idea,” ZROBIM architects envision 

conceptual designs that uplift communities by transforming inhabitants’ lifestyles. Since its 



2011 founding, ZROBIM has implemented over 250 cutting-edge residential, commercial 

and civic projects while garnering global acclaim. But quantitative metrics alone cannot 

capture ZROBIM’s impact - each custom space stems from a collaborative creative process 

aligned with clients’ values. Sleek modular homes promote sustainable living; reimagined 

urban planning connects people with nature. From YouTube content creation to a fashion 

brand, ZROBIM’s expanding ventures advance an integrated, human-centric vision of 

architecture expanding possibilities for better living. 


